
Pendant Lamp 42470-9 “Mini-Sputnik” 
The Metropolitan Family 

The chandeliers we delivered for the New York Metropolitan Opera in 1966 became icons of lighting 
design. As we took care of the restoration of the chandeliers of the Met in 2008 and about 1.000 pieces 
of sputniks have been through our hands we realised how lovely those elements were. So our craftsmen 
had the idea to create small lighting fixtures from these elements and started tinkering. Finally we arrived 
at a working object resembling a complete Metropolitan Chandelier in a very small scale.  
The sputnik element as main stilistic feature of the prominent chandeliers are the base of this tiny lighting 
fixture. It can be mounted individually, used as a table lamp or just put on the floor.In combination with 
a Met Chandelier they can be installed like a galaxy or form clusters of multiple sputniks on their own. 
There are many applications of this item of which we merely tried a few. 

Design: Lobmeyr, 2009; Modern 

Material: Wood, steel, Swarovski Crystal; Finish: black 

Dia.: 15.8" x 17.8" spherical; Weight: 1kg

Lights: 9 x 12V G4; Max. Watt.: 90 W 

Special requests: technical periphery depending on application, various suspensions 



Pendant Lamp 42470-6 “Mini-Sputnik” 
The Metropolitan Family 

The chandeliers we delivered for the New York Metropolitan Opera in 1966 became icons of lighting 
design. As we took care of the restoration of the chandeliers of the Met in 2008 and about 1.000 pieces 
of sputniks have been through our hands we realised how lovely those elements were. So our craftsmen 
had the idea to create small lighting fixtures from these elements and started tinkering. Finally we arrived 
at a working object resembling a complete Metropolitan Chandelier in a very small scale.  
The sputnik element as main stilistic feature of the prominent chandeliers are the base of this tiny lighting 
fixture. It can be mounted individually, used as a table lamp or just put on the floor.In combination with 
a Met Chandelier they can be installed like a galaxy or form clusters of multiple sputniks on their own. 
There are many applications of this item of which we merely tried a few. 

Design: Lobmeyr, 2009; Modern 

Material: Wood, steel, Swarovski Crystal; Finish: black 

Dia: 11.8" x 11.8"spherical; Weight: 1kg

Lights: 6 x 12V G4; Max. Watt.: 60 W 

Special requests: technical periphery depending on 
application, various suspensions 
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